VIEWPOINT

companies) or should actual dollar earnings be disclosed? I believe
that we will inevitably need to declare actual earnings, and should
do so soon, but I accept that this may be too great a demand for the
profession at this point in time. Second, to whom should such
details be provided? To the public via websites, such as that of
Medicines Australia? For clinicians, to the relevant professional
bodies? For academics, to university administrators?
While the details of such disclosure will need to be determined, it
is clear that we must expeditiously formalise a relationship of
integrity and transparency between the medical profession and the
pharmaceutical industry. Australian universities should seriously
consider developing detailed recommendations such as those of the
AAMC, and other medical bodies, such as the professional colleges,
need to address the proposals of the AAMC report. The credibility
and destiny of medicine in this country are in our hands.
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Three synchronous tumours identified
by FDG-PET/CT
A 65-year-old woman underwent
integrated fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography and computed tomography (FDG-PET/CT
[Philips GXL, Philips Medical Systems,
Milpitas, Calif, USA]) to stage a newly
diagnosed squamous cell carcinoma of
the tongue (Figure, A). The scan
revealed two additional, unexpected
synchronous tumours, one in the left
axilla (B) and the other in the sigmoid
colon (C). The patient underwent subtotal glossectomy, after which further
investigations confirmed a node-positive neuroendocrine carcinoma of the
left breast and a dysplastic colonic
tubulovillous adenoma. The detection
of three synchronous tumours of dif-

ferent aetiology in the one patient on
PET is rare. Previous cases of synchronous tumours detected on PET
involved tumours of the head and
neck, upper gastrointestinal tract and
lungs, thought to be related to shared
risk factors, such as smoking.1
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